
Preparedness Apps:         

  
 

Dial Safe Pro: FREE: teaches how to use a phone, 

dial numbers through memory, lessons, and 

challenges. Practice answering questions that a 911 

operator might ask in an emergency 

   First Aid by 

American Red Cross: Prepare for various types of 

emergencies & first aid- FREE  

 
Emergency (American Red Cross)- FREE  
“all-inclusive” app, monitors over 35 different severe 
weather and emergency alerts, to help keep you and 
your loved ones safe 

 
Tornado (American Red Cross)- FREE: Preparation 
steps, interactive quizzes, alerts when the NOAA issues a 
tornado watch or warning for your community – or any 
location where you have loved ones 

 
Hurricane (American Red Cross)- FREE:  Monitor 
hurricane conditions in your area, throughout the 
storm track, let others know you are safe even if 
power is out 

 
Earthquake: (American Red Cross)- FREE:  Receive 
notification when an earthquake occurs, find help and let 
others know you’re safe even if the power is out 

 
Wildfire (American Red Cross)- FREE:  
Preparation tips, news, updates on active wildfires. 
Plus, let loved ones know you’re safe even if the 
power is out 

 
Flood (American Red Cross)- FREE:    Learn and 
prepare your family and friends for flooding, evacuation 
and a safe return home 

          
Monster Guard (American Red Cross)- FREE:   For kids aged 7-11. This app teaches preparedness for real-life 
emergencies at home with the help of Maya, Chad, Olivia and all the monsters   

 
 
 



    Sparky’s Brain Busters 
(Sparky the Fire Dog) National Fire Protection 
Association - FREE Trivia app challenges students to 
work alone or team up with friends/classmates to 
answer questions on standards-aligned subjects like 
math, science, pop culture and fire safety 
*Sparky has several other free apps 

Sparky the Fire Dog (National Fire 
Protection Association) - FREE Smoke alarm education. 
Good for small children ages 3-5 who may not recognize 
the sound or are unaware that hearing a smoke alarm 
means get outside and stay outside. Matching game. 

   Autism 5-Point Scale EP (By Minnesota Governor's Council on 

Developmental Disabilities)- FREE:  
Assists individuals ASD and other disabilities to communicate and regulate in emergency situations. Using the 
book: The Incredible 5-Point Scale TM by authors Kari Dunn Buron and Mitzi Curtis, AAPC Publishing the app 
helps individuals act, react and interact quickly in emergency situations. With a touch of a screen information is 
provided and can help facilitate interactions for a “safe” outcome for both the individual and 1st responder. Utilizing 
the 5 Point Scale, individuals can easily communicate and regulate their level of anxiety and take appropriate 
steps to be safe without the need to be verbal. On the first screen levels are color-coded with different facial 
expressions, increasing based on the emergency or situation. For example, choosing a “1” may mean “I have a 
scratch on my leg and need a band-aid.” Choosing a “3” may mean “I have a headache and need to use my 
relaxation exercises.” Choosing a “5” may mean “I’m lost and can’t find my parents! I need a policeman.” Autism 
Help can be customized to fit an individual’s needs. Levels of “emergencies”, photos and responses can be 
individualized for each family. Photos of different emergency responders can be taken with your local First 
Responders so that the individual will recognize them, adding a mothers voice gives the individual immediate 
recognition to do something to be safe (“go to your safe place”). Autism Help can also be utilized as a learning tool 
to help individuals with ASD and other disabilities learn to interact depending upon the severity of the emergency. 
Photos based on the level of anxiety can be of a 1st responder for 5 or for level 1 a band-aid, or fidget, or stuffed 
animal, again each level can be customized with photos and voice recognition to “Your own “Autism Help” app. 

 FEMA 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 

–FREE: Tips for preparation, during & after 

diseasters. Save a custom list of items for your 

personailzed emergency kit. Locate open shelters 

  
 
AbleRoad – FREE 
 
Connects people with accessible places/businesses. 
Gives people with disabilities, families, friends, caregivers 
and business owners an online destination to rate and 
review community access 



FEMA:  FREE 

 

-Alerts from the National Weather Service: Receive 

severe weather alerts for up to five locations across 

the U.S. and see information about how to stay safe. 

-Disaster Reporter: Upload and share photos of 

damage and recovery efforts. 

-Custom emergency safety information: Save a 

custom list of the items in your family’s emergency 

kit, as well as the places you will meet in case of an 

emergency. 

-Maps of disaster resources: Locate and receive 

driving directions to open shelters and disaster 

recovery centers. 

-Safety tips: Learn how to stay safe before, during, 

and after over 20 types of hazards, including floods, 

hurricanes, tornadoes and earthquakes. 

-Apply for assistance: Easily access 

DisasterAssistance.gov to apply for federal disaster 

assistance. 

-Information in Spanish: The app defaults to Spanish 

language content for smartphones that have Spanish 

set as their default language. 

 

Disability Tips - information and tips for first responders 

 

Mobility Impairments  

Cognitive Disabilities  

Mental Illness  

Autism  

Deaf or Hard of Hearing  

Blindness or Visual Impairments  

Service Animals  

Seniors  

Childbearing and Newborns  

Chemical Sensitivities  

General Tips  

TIPS Home - About Us -  
Disability Acronyms 



 

 

Engage by E-View - Free Provides emergency 

warning alerts for Deaf & Hard of Hearing community 

 

If you are in the path of a disaster, your phone will 

light up and start flashing and vibrating with 

emergency warnings. Information is provided by the 

National Weather Service. More than an emergency 

app- connect users with each other and local events.

Avaz - Free AAC app for kids with autism 

 

Avaz Lite is an AAC (Augmentative and Alternative 

Communication) app that provides a voice for children 

with Autism and other complex communication needs. 

Avaz is a full-featured AAC app PLUS a training layer for 

caregivers. 

HearYouNow - Personal sound amplifier : FREE 

    (in a restaurant, meeting, party, 

watching TV). Need to connect a headphone to the 

phone) 

RogerVoice - Enabling the deaf and hard-of-hearing to 

make phone calls: FREE 

 

May also be used by any person wishing to communicate 

in writing during a phone call and/or to receive live 

transcriptions (subtitles or captions) of conversations

Show Me - A communication tool for emergency 

shelters : FREE  

 (Maryland Office of Preparedness &  

Emergency Management)  Reduces communication 

barriers and better assist individuals with access and 

functional needs, and professional shelter staff and 

volunteers, make their needs and concerns 

understood within a community shelter setting during 

an emergency. 

 Add key info(medical details, 

emerg. Contacts, equip) about members of your 

household that would help anyone you care for in the 

event of an emergency, whether the call is from the home 

or any mobile phone. Enables responders to have more 

info before they arrive on scene. Providing home & work 

address of a mobile caller or details such as directions or 

access info helps facilitate faster response. 

 



TapTapSee - mobile camera app to help the blind 

and visually impaired identify objects they encounter 

daily ;FREE 

 

TapTapSee is designed specifically for the blind and 

visually impaired iOS users. The app utilizes the 

iDevice’s camera and VoiceOver functions to 

photograph objects and identify them out loud for the 

user. 

Voice Dream Reader - An accessible reading tool for 

mobile and tablet devices. $9.99 

 

With advanced text-to-speech and a highly configurable 

screen layout, it can be tailored to suit every reading style 

from completely auditory to completely visual, plus 

synchronized combination of both. 

The visually impaired will benefit from the ability to hear 

documents read in their favorite voices; students and 

others with dyslexia will appreciate the synchronized 

reading capability that integrates text and voice; and 

everyone who wants to hear or read their documents in 

their own way will benefit from the configurability of the 

visual and voice capabilities. 

Others: Others: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


